HOW TO MEASURE
Ramps should have a gradient of at least 1 in 12.
e.g. If a mat is 50mm high at one end then the front to
back measurement of the mat would be .05 x 12 = .6 or
600mm. Also note on the plan if bevels are required
mark the sides with an ‘X’.
Take measurements in mm from exactly where you
want the mat to be placed.
1. Left to Right, or Width of the mat, (measurement A),
2. Front to Back, or Length (how far out from the doorway that it comes, (measurement B),
3. Thickness, (measurement C) - how thick the ramp
needs to be at the threshold.
Indicate door position on plan view and cut outs if
required. D. F, G, H & J are examples of cut outs.

It’s simple and it works!
Playcentre Safety Entrance Ramps
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Burgess Matting & Surfacing Limited is widely
recognised for the manufacture and supply of
many different types of domestic, industrial,
recreational and commercial matting.
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Burgess Matting & Surfacing are very proud of
the range of matting available and have many
extremely satisfied customers. We have passed
the test of time and offer assurances of a high
quality installation that present and future users
will truly appreciate.
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Bevels (edges ramped to nearly
zero) are marked X on plan on
those edges
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22 Poutini Street, Wanganui, New Zealand

Email: sales@burgessmatting.co.nz

0800 80 85 70
www.burgessmatting.co.nz

New Zealand Made and Owned since 1951

Ramps, entrance ways and reception areas can all
be enhanced by the versatility of recycled rubber
matting. Mats can be personally styled to match
brands and colour schemes.
Ramps can eliminate trip hazards and can be
specially made for individual situations, including
providing equal access for wheelchairs, prams and
mobility scooters.
We can manufacture any size of ramp from small
doorways to large vehicle ramps.
Ramps provide smooth access for pedestrians or
vehicles and minimize the possibility of accidents
or damage.

Non Slip Access Mats

Installation onto wooden or concrete surfaces.
Bevelled edges to minimise trip hazards. Burgess
ramps provide proven durability.
Ideal for workshops and suitable for forklifts.
Can be custom made to suit most environments.
Ensure health and safety requirements are met.
Call Burgess Matting today to discuss your
requirements.

Workshop Access Ramps

Retail Threshold Ramps








0800 80 85 70

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Excellent traction for foot traffic and wheel
chairs on inclines and in wet or damp areas.
Durable, non-slip, long life, easy clean.
Porous - the water will simply drain away
Reduce trip hazards
Custom made
100% Recycled & Proudly NZ
made.

It’s simple and it works!

www.burgessmatting.co.nz

